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Abnormal Types of Speech

in Nootka

An interesting li'nguistie and 'cultural problem is the use
in speech of various .devices implying something in regard to
the status, sex, age, or other characteristics of the speaker,
person addressed, or person spoken of, without any direct
statement as to such charactèristics. When we say "big dog.
make bow-wow" instead of "the dog barks," it is a fair'inference
that we are talking to a baby, not-to a serious-minded man of
experience. Further, when we hear one use "thee' where
most would say "you," we suspect, that we are listening to an
orthodox Quaker. In neither of these cases is there an explicit
reference to a baby as person addressed or to a Quaker-as person
speaking. Such implications are common inall languages and
are most often effected by means of the use of special words or
specific locutions. Thus, in Nootka there are special- words
used in speaking of obscene matters to or in the prèsence of
womèn; a number of "baby-words" also exist. Generally it
is the speaker or person addressed that is thus signalized, but
it is quite possible, though less frequent, to thus imfnly some-
thing also in regard to the third person. A more specialized
type of these person-implications is çomprised by all cases in
which the reference is brought about not by the use of special
words or locutions, that is, by lexical, stylistic, or syntactic
means, but by the employment, of special grammstical elements,
consonant or vocalic changes, or addition of meaningless
sounds, that is, by morphologic or phonetic means.



To enûmerate all the, possible types of Personiimpliòation
expressed in language, frpm the point of view of resulting
classifications of huiban beings, would lead pne far afield.
Two types, however, seem to stand out most prominently -
those, referring to sex.discrimination and to rank-discrimination.
Several languages make a distinction between words or forms
used by -males and such as are restricted to females. Such' a
distinction, for instance, is. made, by certain Eskimo dialects,
in which, at least in earlier times, according to Boas,' final p;
t, k, and q2 .were pronounced by the omn as the correspond-
ing nasals m, û, 71, and . 'In Yata, an isolated linguistie stock
of northern California, 'the formg used by the. women, whether
in speaking to one anotfher of. to males, differ from the -fujlr
forins used by the latter in the unvoicing of finàl vowels; finai
na (-hi in Southern Yana),, a conmon noün ending, is repla.ced

by aspiration in the speech of the wômen, who further lengthen
final vowels to express the interrogative; whie thé mâles suffic
an élement -4'. Most languages that inake such sex distifctions
differentiate the sexes as speakers. In Yana, howéver, i further
discriminating factor -is the sex of the person spoken to; in so
far as the men in speaking to the women use the forms charac-
teristie of the latter.

More w.idespread in languagé- seems to be a discrimination of
forme açcording to the -ank or social status of the person speak-
ing, addressed, or spoken of. lere belong the etiquette forms
haracteristic of several East M iatie and lkdônesian languages,

by, which he i. grading of the speakers as inferiors or
superiors in, reference to ene another is clearly. reflected in their
speech. An analogousAmerican i stance is the use in Nahuatl
of revèrential forms to imply respect to thé person addressed or
spôken, of. These are morphologically iothing but indirectives
or causatives in -lia, -tia, or -tia with réflexive propominal
prefixes; "he sleeps" is thus .more politely expressed as "he
causes himself to sleep." Here belongs also the us ina so many
European languages (French, German, Russiapa, and ~others)
of second or third persor plurals, instead of the more logical
second person singulars, in speaking to people with whom one

I Banbook of A meican-Indian Languages, 'uhIetin 40 of Bureau of Amçrican Ethnology,.
1911, p. 79.

see X'honetie Key at end o! this paper.
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is not on the màost intimate 'terms. This usage has its parallel
in Yana, where brothers and sisters address.each other in the.
plirai ;' other Californian eXamples of .a similar nature' have
been given by Goddard2 and Kroebèr. .

:These prlmnrreakae initendled merely'-to indicate
the general 'clas of lingpstic phnmh td which' bélong the
more specialized Nootka examples tô be given presently. At.
the same'time they will serve-to render these'latter less glaringly
bizarre by providing them with'paralle of a moire' general
character. The data here, presenited were chiefly obtained in
November, 1910, in the course .of ethnologie and linguistic re-
search for the Geological Survey of Canada among the N'otka
Indians.of Alberni canal, Vancouver isländ; the info*rmant was
Dan Watts, the young chief of the Hôpdc!'ataI tribe. Further
data on this subject were obtained in the winter of, 1913-14 fron
Alex Thomas, a young Indian of the 'Ts/icd'ati: tribe of the
same region. '

It is poasible and often custotiary in Nootka to imply in speech
some .physical characteristic of the person addressed or spoken
of, partly by means of suffixed elements, partly by mepans of
C"consonantal play.'" Coneonantal play consists.elther in alter-
irig. certain consonants of aword, in this .case sibilants, to other
cônson4]nts that are phonetically related to themn, or in insettinàg
meaningless consonants or consonant clusters in the body -of
the word. The physical classes indicated by these methods
are children, unueually fat or heavy people,- unusually short,
adults, those suffering from some defect.Qf the eye, hunchbacks,
those tht are ýame, left-handed' persons, and circumcised males.

In speaking to or abogt a child it is ¢ustoinary to -add. the
regular diminutive -suffix. · 'is to verb or -other forms, even
ihough the word so affected connotes nothing intrinsic'ally
diminutive; affection may also be, denoted by it. The -'is
comes before temporal, modal, and pronominal suffixes.. Thus,
the normal qwîstci' "do' so!" (qwis- "to do thus;" -tci' second
person singular* imperative, "go and . . !") is ihanged to

'qwtistci' "do so, little one!" .wheù speaking ·to a child.
sapir; Yn* Tris, University of California Publications in Arnerican Alcheology and

Ethnology, vol. 0, 1910, p. 95, footnote-139; p. loi, footnoto 150.
2G0dard, Raio, TM4# ibid., 1909. vol. 5,'p. 143, footnote 185,
I- Kroeber, The Laonguage of the Coais of Caloifornia north of SaP Francico. ibId., 1911,

,vol. 9, e. 321 (Pomo).



Similarly, qwLsma "he does so" (-ma' third person present
indicative) is changed to gwls'isma' when one is speaking about
a child. Iñ speaking about oneself or others when addressing a
child, it does not seem to be customary to use the diminutive
suffix except to show affection at the same time. Thus, tht
word walcLaH "I am going home" (walk "to return honie;"
-ciz- inceptive; -ai <fI") may be changed to walciL'isau "I
am going -home, little one" wheni addressed to a child for whom
one wants to show love, but this form would not be used in
speaking to a child that is a stranger. As might be expected,
diminutive verbal and other formis occur i lullabies, in some
of which the child is represented as speaking about itself:
Thus, in a lullaby supposed to be sung by a whale mother to
its child, occur- the words 'ono'ésokc rémiti' ("my) little name
is" ('on0- "to be;" -'is- diminutive; -ok' "of, belonging to;"
!émiti' "name"). Some people were said by Dan to have the
habit of using the diminutive suffix in order to belittle others, as
though the persons addressed or reférred to -were of no more
importance than children as compared to themselves. If a
chief does this to too great an extent, he is set down as hauighty.
- In talking to or about fat people or people of unusual size,
the suffixed element -aq' is used in a manner analogoûs to the
diminutive -'is. Thus, the normal hint'ciLwe'ini "he comes,
it is said" (hin- "empty" verb stem "to be, do;" -t-, shortened
form of -ini "to come;» -CiL- inceptive; -we'ine quotative)
becomes hint'cizLaq'we'ini; 'otsdtciLma' "he goes to it" ('o-
"empty" noun stem meaning "something;" -tsa- "to-start for,
go to;" -tcizL- inceptive, used after vowels; -ma' third person
present indicative) becomes 'otsatciLdq'ma'. Other examples
are: ha'ôkwag'ma' "he, clumsy one, eats;" (ha'w- "to eat;"
-okw- intransitive verbal suffix); and ha'okwdqit'Hak "did yoù
eat, fatty?" (-it' tense suffix denoting past time; -Ha- inter-
rogative; -k' second person singular).

People who are abnormally small are spoken of in forms
with the diminutive suffix; moreover, in such cases, all sibilant
consonants (s, ts, ts!; c, tc, tc!) become palatalized c- sounds
(4, tM, t!; compare, for e, Polish à and Sanskrit ç; for tM, com-
pare Polish '), which sound acoustically midway between 8-
and c- sounds; the diminutive -'is itself becomes -'i. Thus,



hint'ciLwe'in "he comes, they' sy" is changed- to hMntfd'L-
iáve'in' "he, little marn, coules, they say." These ý- forms are

also used to refer to small birds, such as sparrows and.wrens.
Sometimes a mea iingless à is added to the word, as in ihikàucà
tHaQtk' from wîikd4 tduauk' "I ain not afraid" (Wik- verb stem
"to be net;" -dnw first person singularhpreserit indicative;.iO-
verb stein 'to< be afraid;": -uk t, diphthongized te -auk' because
of preceding a- timbred r, intransitive suffix)'. We shall meet
this coisonantal change again further on in another connexion.'

Quite analogously te d'Warfs, are addressed or spoken, of those
sqffering from some defect of the 'eye. Under this category
are-. icluded crossey.ed people,, those who squint, and such as
have one eye run out, but net the bl.ind. -Here again the
diminutive suffix is uiéd, with the added feature that all s-
sounds and c- sound&s are converted inte the corresponding
voiceless lateral stops or spirants (s and c become 1; ts and Ic
become, ;, t ! and tI become L !);. t.he diminutive -'is itself
becomes -'iL This style of speech is -termed 1t/a/dtcktin' to
tak in sore-eyed fashion"• (f. Lfdardtck'sul "oneeyed per-
son"): .Tbus,. qwuslha' "he' does so" is ehanged • to qwil-
uima* Similarly, t1éklfti" "he cuts". (tc!i- ""to cut;" -4ir-

ineeptive; -na' thiïd person present indicative) becomes
L!fLiL'ima'. A full--grown Indian named Sarnmy (r 'Sê'mi
as pronounced in. NoQtka), * who. is çross-,eyed, is referred to
as lê'mi'il "little cross--éyed. Sanmy.". Another Indian of the
same tribei T4'mic, who bas only one good eye, is, in paralel:
f.ààhion, referred to, as Tô'ni'il "little one-eyed TÔ'mic.>' It
.should be reinarked that such pe.ple, particularly when adult,.
areapt to becomr offended if addressed in this fashion, and that
one would not use such f orms in their presence unless with the
express purpose of showig contermpt or of teasing. . As will be
seen again later on, IaL/dtck/in' f.orms are used also in referring
te thé deer',and mink .Thus, the mythological Mink, fc/dati-
mits'mit' "Mink-son," is. generaly referred toa s L!dltimiL'½it.

Hunchbacks (k!wdpi') are also addressed or spoken of in
*forrüs provided'with the dirninutive suffix, a further peculiarity
in these being the chagige Ôf ordinary s- sounds and c- sounds

. Deer in associated with sor cyýe also in other Indian mythologie, Ati Ojibwa eoinple
may bc found in P. Radi. Bome Migh and aks of tik ojibwa of Sueastern Oniario, Ooologi-
*il $urvey fCanida, MUeooir 48 (No. 7, Anthropoloical serina, P 3 (epleoçie d).



to peculiar thickish c- sounds, pronounced with the lower jaw
held in front of the upper; the diminutive -'is appears as -'iç.
We may represent these c- sounds by ç. In this hunchback
talk qwfsma' becomes qwiç'içma'. Other examples are: y4tçuk'-
'içma' "he is walking" (yâts- "to walk;" -uk'- intransitive verb
suffix); tç!6tçk''minrHa'içma' "all, of them are" (tc!ôtck'- "to
be all;" -'minrH"- plural); and tç!dçiL'içma' "he spears"
(ts!ax- "to spear"; -ciL- inceptive). Here again these distinc-
tive forms are generally avoided when in the presence of hump-,
backed people, for fear of giving offence. However, a hump-
backed child who is well known to the speaker would hardly
take offence and would be addressed as described. Or, if an
old humpbacked woman is good-natured, ç- forms may well be
used when she is about, as though to show that she is happy
and not easily ruffled. - Here the notions of contempt and
affection commingle.

In speaking of lame people the diminutive suffix is again
used, this time in its normal form. Besides this, the meaning-
less element LC or LCi is inserted in the body of the word some-
where before the diminutive suffix, its exact position apparently
depending on the whim of the speaker. Thus, hinini'aLma'
"he comes now" (hin- "empty" verb stem; -inr- "to come;"
-'aL- determinative suffix marking point of time, "now"; -ma'
third person present indicative) becomes hininzLC'its!aLma'
(diminutive -'is and -'aL regularly combine to form -'its!aL)
or hiLcninr'its!aLma' "the lame chap is coming." Similarly,
the verb ic!,tci'aLma' "he cuts now" (inceptive -tciL and -'aL
combine into -tci'aL) is changed to tc!itciLc'its!aLma' when a lame
person is spoken of. The word t!a'né'is'i' "the child" (t!a'na-
"child, son, daughter;" -'is diminutive suffix, i causing preceding,,
a to become umlauted to e; -'i' nominalizing element, about
equivalent to our definite article) becomes t!aLCné'is'i' "the
young lame fellow," which may be used in speaking to children.

In speaking of or to left-handed people the-diminutive suffix
is used in its normal form, besides which the meaningless element
tCHG is inserted after the first syllable of the word. Thus, yàl'-

-aLma' "there now he is" (yàl- "to be there;" -'a, and -ma' as
above) becomes ydltcHa'its!aLma' (-'is and -'aL combine to
form -'its!aL) "there now he is, poor little left-handed chap!"



Similarly, from sukwf'aLma' "now he takes it" (su- verb stem
"to take;" -k'WiL inceptive suffix, changed to -kwi- before -'aL)
is formed sútclïakwiL'its!aLma'. The diminutive suffix may also
be omitted. Examples are: hitcHanin' from hinini "to come";
and t!itCHatciLau from t!itciLaH "I throw it down" (tVi- "to throw;"
-tciL inceptive suffix; -au first person singular indicative). Such
a form as the last might be appropriately used in speaking to a
left-handed person that one is well acquainted with and who will
not take offence at being thus twitted. It is customary, particu-
larly for jokers, to use these left-hand forms also in talking
about bears, who are supposed to be left-handed.'

In speaking of or to circumcised males, forms known as
'i'ict'k!in' "to make ct- sounds" are used. In these the mean-
ingless element ct' is inserted after the first syllable of the word.
One of the Ts!ic'atua Indians, named T!ó.mis "Slaying-while-
moving-from-beach-to-beach," is often humorously referred to as
T!6ctxmis because of his having been born -circumcised. Other
examples of this class of forms are: hict'nínima' from hininima'
"he comes;" and hdct"ok'u from há'ok'u "to eat."

Similar phonetic changes are made in forms used to refer to
one or two classes"of individuals characte.rized by some mental
quality. Thus, greedy people are addîêssed or referred to in
forms having a meaningless tcx inserted after the first syllable of
the word. Thus, from 'oueaslmaff "I hunger for it" ('o-
"empty" stem which may be rendered by "something" or "so
and so;" -H4sa- verbifying suffix "to desire to eat;" -maff first
person singular present indicative, used after vowels) is formed
'utcxHsdmazu. Similarly, hinini'aLma' "now he comes" becomes
hitcxnin'aLrma' "now he comes, greedy fellow that he is." These
tcx- forms are also used to refer to ravens, regularly to the mytho-
logical Raven, a character noted for his gluttony.

Cowards may be satirized by "making one's voice small" in
referring to or addressing them, in other words by speaking in a
thin piping voice that suggests timidity.

It is interesting to notice that in several of the above usages,
the notions of mere smallness, of contempt, and of affection are
found side by side, and doubtless the precise nuance of feeling
expressed depends rnuch on the relations subsisting between

1 According to Dr. Paul Radin, the Winnebago also consider the bear to be left-handed. In
the bear clan feast of these Indians the guests eat with a spoon in their left hand.



the speaker and the. person addressed or spoken of. What is
meant in the spirit of pitying affection for a poor lame or hump-
backed child or for a good-natured squinting old grandpa,
might be intended. to convey contempt when addressed to a
young man and would be promptly resented as an insult. It
is significant that the various types of abnormal forms of speech
that we have reviewed are used with little or no reserve when
speaking of the persons referred to or when addressing children,
but are, on the whole, avoided when within ear-shot of adults
so referred to. It seems further significant that the traits
sátirized are chiefly such as are inherent in a person, not merely
acquired in the accidental course of events, whereby he is set
apart by nature as falling short in some respect of the normal
type of individual and is to that extent stamped as inferior.
This may explain why blindness, which is more often acquired
rather late in life than congenital, is not made the subject of
speech-mockery. Added to this may be the feeling that blind-
ness is too grave an affliction to be treated light-heartedly, an
explanation which gains weight when the well-known sensitive-
ness of the Indian is considered.

Outside of the normal use of the diminutive in addressing or
referring to children, the peculiar forms of speech that we have
seen to obtain in Nootka are not easily paralleled in America.
For diminutive verbal forms of the Nootka type Uto-Aztekan
affords a close parallel. In Southern Paiute the regular diminu-
tive suffix -tsi-, which is employed to form diminutive nouns
and adverbs of all sorts, is also used as a verb suffix when speak-
ing to or of a child. Cognate with this element is the diminutive
suffix -tzin(tli) of Nahuatl. Derived from this is the verb
suffix -tzinoa, "which," according to Rémi Siméon,"'serves to
denote respect or love;" it is generally, like reverentials of the
type already referred to, employed with reflexive prefixes.
Examples given by Rémi Siméon are: otechmo-chiuilitzino in
Totecuyo "our Lord created us" (o preterit prefix; tech- first
person plural objective prefix; mo- third person reflexive
prefix; chiui-, from chiua, because of following -li-, verb stem
"to make;" -li dative suffix, mo- . . . .-li "for himself;"
-tzino reverential, final -a being dropped because of preterit

Dictionnaire de la Langue Nahuatl ou Mexicaine, s.v. tzinoa.



tense; in definite article, "the"; to- first person plural posses-
sive prefix; tecuyo noun stem "lord"); and timo-çauhtzinoa
(quoted from Olmos) "you fast" (ti- second person singular
§ubject; mo- reflexive;1 çauh-, from çaua verb stem "to fast;"
-tzinoa reverential). These forms may be rendered in some
such fashion as: "our Lord has created us for himself, revered
one," and "you fast, honoured sir."

Strikingly similar psychologically to the cases of consonantal
play in Nootka just considered are the peculiar consonant
changes characteristie of Chinookan, employed to convey
diminutive and augmentative notions respectively in all parts
of speech.? The change here of c- consonants to s- consonants
to express the idea of diminution further ilkistrates the tendency
of sibilants in America to be subject to consonantal play. In
Yana the phenomenon of diminutive consonantism is illustrated
in the change of 1 to n. This process takes place regularly in
forming diminutive nouns in -p!a; thus, ninimaup!a "little
nose," from lilimau(na) "nose." The 1-n type of consonantal
play is another one of some currency in America, and seems to
obtain also in Sahaptin. This matter of consonantal play to
express modalities of attitude is doubtless a fruitful field for
investigation in American linguistics and should receive more
attention than has hitherto been accorded it. It may be
expected to turn up particularly in connexion with notions of
smallness, largeness, contempt, affection, respect, and sex-
differences.

Such consonant changes and increments as have been con-
sidered are evidently of a rhetorical or stylistic as much as of a
purely grammatical sort. This is borne out by the fact that
quite analogous processes are found employed as literary
devices in American myths and songs. I have already drawn
attention to the fact,a that in American mythology certain
beings are apt to be definitely characterized by speech peculiari-
ties. The employment of consonantal play or of similar devices
in such cases seems always to have a decidedly humorous effect.

1 This verb is intrinsically reflexive.
2 See Sapir, Preliminary Report on the Language and Mythology of the Upper Chinook,

American Anthropologist, N.S., 9, 1907, pp. 537, 538; and, in greater detail, Sapir, section
on "Diminutive and Augmentative Consonantism in Wishram," in Boas, Handbook of American
Indian Lanquages, pp. 638-645.

3 Sapir, Song Recitative in Paiute Mythology, Journal of American Folk-Lore, XXIII.
1910, pp. 455-472. Takelma, Ute, Chinookan, and,Nootka examples are there given, p. 471.



The culture-hero Kwdtiyt' of Nootka mythology is in the habit
of inserting a meaningless x after the first vowel of a word;
thus, the normal form Mnuse'i' "come up out of the water!"
(hin- empty stem "to do, be;" -use-, umlauted from -usa-
because of following i, "to move up out of the water;" -'i'
imperative singular) becomes, at the same time, inasmuch as it
occurs in a song, with song-vocalism, hixnusa'e. 'In the speech
of the Deer and Mink all sibilants, whether of the s or c series,
are transformed into the corresponding laterals (s and c to 1, is
and tc to L, ts! and tc! to I). Thus, the Deer says Límil for teimis
"black bear;" L!ápaL for tc!dpats "canoe." The Nootka Deer
and Mink style of talking is of particular interest for two rea-
sons. In the first place, it will have been noticed that the
consonantal changes are identical with those employed in speech
about or addressed to those that have some defect of the eye,
the. latter type of forms, of course, being further characterized
by the use of the diminutive suffix -'il (from -'is). Here we
see at once the intimate connexion between the two types of
consonant -play. In the second place, the speech of the
Nootka Deer and Mink offers an interesting parallel,
or rather contrast, to that of the Kwakiutl Mink. This
latter character regularly transforms all laterals to cor-
responding s- sounds (1, 1, e, and L! become respectively s, is,
dz, and ts!), the exact reverse of the Nootka process. From the
point of view of the psychology of phonetics, it is significant to
observe that both Nootka and Kwakiutl have a feeling for the
interchangeability of the sibilant and lateral series of coisonants.
But the Mink of the Kwakiutl is not content with this. He
also regularly transforms all anterior palatals to corresponding
sibilants (x', k', g', and k'! become respectively s, ts, dz, and ts!).
There are still other phonetic changes to be found in Boas'
Mink- texts, but they seem léss regular in character than these
two; the changes at times of i and 'l to y and 'y may be instanced
as one of these (thus sE'ye for IE'lW "dead").' Now it is per-
haps significant that the change in Kwakiutl of anterior palatals
to sibilants is curiously like the change of original Wakashan
(Kwakiutl-Nootka) anterior palatals, as preserved in Kwakiutl,

1 For data on Mink's peculiarities of speech, see F. Boas and G. Hunt, Kwakiutl Text8 -
Second Sertes, Publications of the Jesup North Pacifi. Epeition, vol X, 1906, footnotes o
pages 82 to 154: and Boas, Kwakiutl Tales, Columbia University Contnbutions to Anthr
pology, volume 11, 1910, footnotes on pp. 126-154.



to c- consonants in Nootka.1 Thus, a Mink form nEdz in
Kwakiutl for normal nEg's "mountain" is strikingly similar to
the regular Nootka cognate nutcf'. Suggestive also, à propos of
the use by Mink of sonant palatal spirants (y and 'y)
for normal sonant laterals (1 and '1), is the fact that in
Nootka so-called "hardening" suffixes change immediately
preceding I to 'y, corresponding in such cases to Kwakiutl '1.2
The bearing of these facts on mythological consonant play in
Kwakiutl is not easy to determine; a possibility will be
suggested farther on.

Consonant play as a device in mythology is not confined to
America. In reading some recently published Bushman litera-
ture the writer came across striking parallels. The Bushman
Mantis, who, like the Kwakiutl Mink, is a trickster, consistently
changes all the cerebral' clicks of normal speech into lateral
clicks.' Similarly, the Baboon transforms all the clicks of
ordinary speech into a compound click, consisting of cerebral
followed by dental click.4 Evidently a comic effect is aimed at
in both these cases.

The phenomenon of consonant and vocalic play is also well
illustrated in Indian songs. Song diction is an extremely
important, though rather neglected, field of primitive lore, and
only one phase of it can be touched on here. Song texts often
represent a "mutilated" form of the language, but study of the
peculiarities of song forms generally shows that the normal forms
of speech are modified according to definite stylistic conventions,
which may vary for different types of songs. Sometimes-sounds
are found in songs which do not otherwise occur in the language.
Where the texts of a type of songs are in the language of another
tribe, as happens so often in AMnerica, such an abnormal sound
may be simply borrowed from the foreign language, as is the
case with the mourning songs of the Southern Paiute, which,
sung to supposedly Mohave texts, contain many examples of 1,
a sound otherwise unknown in Paiute. On the other hand,
new sounds may be developed spontaneously or in imitation of
foreign sounds. The former is probably the case in the frequent

N See Sapir, Sore Aspects of Nootka Language and Culture, American Anthropologist,
N.S., 13, 1911, p. 16.

' See Boas, Handbook of American Indian Languages, pp. 430, 435; Sapir, loc. cit.
3Bleek and Lloyd, Specsmen8 of Busirnan Folklore. 1911, footnotes on pp. 6 and 8.

4 Ibid Footnotes on pp. 18 and 22. At least this is indicated by Bleek's orthography, though
possibly the compound sign is meant to indicate a special click not otherwise found.



Nootka use of q, a sound quite foreign to normal Nootka speech,
in certain classes of songs; the latter explanation 'is more
plausible in the case of the regular Nootka change of n to 1 in'
many songs. This n-i interchange, again, is significant in so far
as Kwakiutl, doubtless agreeing in this respect with primitive
Wakashan, has both n and 1, while Nootka, when cognate words
are compared, is seen to have only n to correspond to both.
Of particular interest in this connexion is the fact that such
special song-sounds (Paiute 1; Nootka 1 and 7) are, at least so
it would seem, pronounced with difficulty by Indians under
ordinary circumstances, as in the handling of English words
that contain them. The obvious inference is that one may
react quite differently to the same speech-sound entering into
dissimilar associations. -This fact, has, of course, a much wider
psychological significance.' Conventional consonant . changes
in songs are no more restricted to America than, as we have
seen, are parallel changes in mythology. An example that
happens to have come to the writer's attention lately is
the change of voiceless stops to corresponding nasals plus
voiced stops in the songs of the Karesau-Papua of German New
Guinea. Thus, the normal apil becomes ambil in songs.2

In seeking some comparatively simple basic phenomenon,
from which, as a starting point, the various types of consonant
play we have illustrated from Nootka could have originated,
one easily thinks of the vocalic changes or consonant substitu-
tions that take place in the speech of those who have some
specific speech defect..' The most familiar case of this sort in
English is lisping, which simply means that the ordinary
alveolar sibilants (sometimes also stops) are changed to the
corresponding dental sibilants or even inte-dental fricatives
(and sometimes correspondingly for stops). Information was
obtained of five types of speech defectsfound among the Nootka.
The first of these is called ninik!ini (nini- reduplicated stem;
-k!ini "to make a sound of") and consists of the involuntary

1 Sounds falling outside the regular phonetic system of the language May be spontane-
ously' developed also by the operation of other flystems of consonantal (or vocalie) play than
are found in song diction. Thr in Wishram (Upper Chinooka), the analogy of certain
consonant changes of augmentative value (as of p to b, t to d, k to g) brought about the
creation of dj, a sound otherwise unknown in Chinookan, as the augmentative correlate of
tc or Ma sounds. See Handbook of Am.riccrn Indian Languagea, pp. 638, 639, 640.

2 Se Father W. Schmidt, abstract of Über Mueil und Ge6ange cer Kareau-Papua,
Deutsch Neu-Guinca, Bericht über den III. Kongress der Internationalen Musikgesallschaft,
1909, p. 297.



nasalizing of all vowels and continuants. Thus, the normal
hayd'akaH "I do- not know" (-aH first person singular present
indicative) is pronounced by people who have this defect
hqyq'qkqu. The father-in law of Dan Watts, who is a Ucluelet
Indian that came to visit his son-in-law, was observed by the
writer and definitely stated by Dan' to have this "nasal twang,"
which is due to an inability, muscular or nervous, to raise the
velum so as to shut off the passage of the outgoing breath
through the nose. In speaking of the elk, niniklin, forms, are
used. " .I

A second type of defective articulation is t4rmed hahdt'kin
or hahdtIini (hahat'- reduplicated iem; -kin "to make a
sound of"), and is supposed to be due to a hole in the palate.
I have no clear idea as to just what the organic basis of the
faulty articulation is, but, judging from the examples given of
it, it seems evident that those subject to it have difficulty in
articulating, against the hard palate. Perhaps the speech defect
is due to cleft palate. All ts and tc affricatives (presumably also
lateral affricatives) become simple t- sounds (dental), while s, c,
and 1 become interdental fricatives (0). The acoustic effect is
that of an exaggerated lisp. Thus, tc!ótck' "all" becomes t!ôt'k';
'otsi'yukwaH "I go to it" ('e- empty noun stem "some-
thing;" -tsi'yukw- "to go to;" -aH "I") becomes 'Qtt'yukwau; and
tc!op'tc!óp'cinil "stretch around the neck; sweater" (tc!op'-
tc!çp'c- reduplicated stem; -inil "at the neck") becomes
tlop tt!p'OiniO. This latter rests on the authority of Dan Watts;
Alex Thomas, starting from a form tc!op'Ichóp'cimil for
''sweater," gave t!op'tIóp'timil as its hahdt!ini correspondent.
Those who are hahdt'klini thus confound three distinct series of
consonants in a single dental or interdental series. Such per-
sons are imitated when addressed. - The outward resemblance
with the phenomena of consonant play is quite striking here.

This resemblance becomes even stronger in the case of the
third Nootka speech defect of which information was obtained,
that known as tsiska' (tsisk- verb stem; -a" verb suffix of con-
tinuative significance) or istskaqsul (tsisk- verb stem; -aq'sul,
perhaps misheard for' -ak'sul "at the lips"). Such as are
subject to it are supposed always to keep their teeth open and
to be saying ts+. As a matter of fact, those who are tsiska'
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change all s and c- sounds. to palatalized sibilants (s). Thus,
'ots'yiukwaïi "I go to it" becomes 'otM'yukwau; si'ydsau "it is
mine" (si'yâs- "tô be mine," from independent pronoun sf'ya'
"I ;" -au first person singular present indicative) becomes
ài'ydaH. It will be remembered that these consonant changes
are characteristic of the forms used in addressing or speaking
about abnormally small adults, except that such discourse -is
further characterized by the use of the diminutive suffix -'i§
(from -'is). Here there is a tangible connexion between the
involuntary consonant changes brought about by a speech

defect and the consonant play used to symbolize7 a body defect,
though it is far from obvious in this particular case what asso-
ciation there can be between a kind of lisp and a dwarfed condi-
tion of the body. A.further point of interest is that those who
are istska' are generally imitated when spoken of. The signi-
ficance of this in the argument is obvious.

Somewhat similar to the hahdtIini speech defect, yet not to be
confused with it, is that known as kakát"'wini "to talk as one
with missing teeth" -(cf. kdtzwak'sul "to have teeth missing in
one's mouth"). Such persons speak with a decided lisp, sub-
stituting O for s and c, tO for ts, tôt for ts and tcf, but, it would
seem, t for tc. Examples are: 'ê'pinûO from 'ê'pinzs "apples;"
'ô'yinta6 from 'ô'yintcas "oranges;" timi from tcimis "bear;"
t06ôtk from tcfôtck' "all;" t0ldpatû for teldpats "canoe"
(contrast the corresponding hahdtfini form: t!dpat'). Here
again, one who is afflicted with this speech defect is imitated
when addressed; thus, Alex Thomas, before he had caps put on
his vestiges of teeth, used to be mocked kakát"wine-fashion.

A fifth, not uncommon, speech defect among the Nootka is
stuttering. Stutterers, like all other persons who have some-
thing abnormal about their speech, are derided by being imitated.

The West Greenland speech defect known as kutat'oq is
particularly instructive in that an individual speech-peculi-
arity, which, however, seems to be a common one in the Eskimo
settlements along the coast, has become one of the dialectic
peculiarities of the northern settlements of the Upe-navik
district. The kutät'oq habit consists in substituting ordinary
gutturals (k- sounds) for velars (g- sounds), and is evidently due

°x1 See W. Thabitzer, A Phoetical Study of the Eskimo Language, Meddelelser om Grön-
land, XXXI, 1904, pp. 178-180.



to the greater difficulty of bringing about a contact between the
root of the tongue and the velum than farther front in the mouth.
This defect, it should be noted, brings with it the confusion of'
two etymologically distinct series of consonants with resulting
grammatical or lexical ambiguities, at least theoretically. In
this respect kutät*oq forms are parallel to the forms resulting
in Nootka from speech defects or the use of consonantal play.
Children are particularly apt to be kutât'oq, but generally lose
the habit as they grow older. However, certain adults, particu-
larly women, always remain kutat*oq, whether because of the
mere force of habit or because of a physiological or anatomical
impediment. As for the Upernavik peculiarity,'it seems clear
that the kutVoq habit can hardly be due to the individual
disability or carelessness of all the members of the district,
but that what was originally a speech defect has become social-
ized into'a dialectic peculiarity. The analogy with the forms
employed in Nootka in speaking of or addressing certaih classes
of people that are ill-favoured by nature is striking.

The'explanation and genesis of the various types of speech
mutilation in Nootka can hardly be more than guessed at, yet
certain probabilities, in part already suggested, seem to stand
out. In the first place, the use of definite morphological elements
to indicate some characteristic of the person spoken to or of
(Nootka -'is and -aq'; Paiute -tsi-; Nahuatl -tzinoa) needs no
particular comment, at least from the purely linguistic point of
view. Further, definite points of contact have been estab-
lished between speech defects and "mocking-forms," with
consonantal play, on the one hand, and between the latter and
myth-character forms with consonantal play, on the other.
I am inclined to believe that the observation of consonant
substitutions such as take place, with involuntarily humorous
effect, in the speech of those that articulate incorrectly, has set
the pace for the consciously humorous use of the same or similar
substitutions in both mocking and, directly or indirectly, myth-
character forms. The Nootka mocking-forms, with their use
of the diminutive affix and of consonant play, represent a
combination, both linguistically and psychologically, of the
pity and affection symbolized by the use of the diminutive
element and of the contempt or jesting attitude implied by the

50138-2,
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imitation of a speech defect. A myth character whom it is
desired to -treat humorously may, among other possibilities,
be relegated either to the class of poor talkers or to that of nat-
ure's step-children. Hence the consonant play of such characters
is in part traceable either to speech defects or to mocking-forms.
In passing it may be observed that the "enfant terrible" motive
is fairly clear in the treatment of many humorous characters of
American mythology, and, that consonant play may in some
cases be taken to symbolize this attitude. The socializing of
the kutt'oq habit among certain of the Eskimo forcibly suggests
the influence of the speech of children as a contributing factor
in the creation of myth-character forms. The Kwakiutl Mink
is a very likely example of the "enfant terrible," both in action
and speech. The possibility should -not be lost sight of, of the
use of myth-character forms to apply to a class of people or to
an individual in ordinary life. This would be an extension of
the well-known American Indian habit of comparing one that is
marked by some peculiarity of temper or habit with a favourite
mythological character.1

There is, however, another factor which has undoubtedly
exercised a great influence both on the forms of speech used
by myth-characters and on the forms peculiar to songs. This
is the comic or novel effect produced by the imitation of the
speech of foreigners, particularly of such as speak a dialect
'divergent enough from the home-dialect to be funny or impres-
sive, yet not so different as to be unintelligible and, therefore,
lacking in interest. Hence we often find mythological characters
in America making use of a neighbouring dialect of the language,
as in the case.of the Nass River TxdmsEm and ôther characters,
who talk in the dialect of the Tsimshian proper' of Skeena
river.2 Examples of songs whose texts are in a divergent
dialect, not to speak of the common use of a totally distinct
language, are frequently met with in and out of America. A
well-known instance is the use by Melanesian tribes, according
to Codrington, of the dialect of some neighbouring tribe for their
own song diction; thus, the Melanesians of Mota (Norfolk

1 A few interesting examples are given by A. Skinner, Noies on the Ea8tern Cree and
Northern Saulteau, Anthropological Papers of the Anerican Museum of Natural History,
vol. IX, 1912, p. 82.

2 See Boas, Tssmhian Texts, Bulletin 27 of Bureau of American Ethnology, 1902, pp. 8,
18. 20, 30, 35, 46, 61-64, 78, 171.
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island of Banks islands) use for their songs the dialect of Saddle
island. Also in the clownish episodes of rituals, which are so
characteristic of America, the -impersonation and imitation of
the speech peculiarities of foreigners are often resorted to and
never fail to arouse a hearty laugh. In all these cases, it is
rather important to observe, real accuracy of imitation is not
generally attained or even aimed at, so that the foreign style
often tends to reduce itself to a number of conventional vocalic
-and consonantal displacements. In dealing above with the
change of anterior palatal k- counds to Is- sounds in the
language of -the Kwakiutl Mink, .I pointed out that a similar
change was involved in the passage of original Wakashan
anterior palatal k- sounds' to Nootka tc- sounds. . It is
just possible that the Mink ts- sounds are in such cases due
to an imitation of the speech of the northern Nootka tribes.
The difficulty with this interpretation is that Nootka and
Kwakiutl are altogether too divergent to afford more than a
quite inconsiderable number of illustrative cases of the k- tc
change, and of these but few would strike the naïve mind. It
seems more plausible, on the whole, to assume that both.the Mink
and Nootka consonant changes rest on a common Kwakiutl-
Nootka tendency, perhaps a tendency on the part of children to
pronounce anterior palatals as sibilants. Data on the speech
peculiarities of Kwakiutl children would be valuable here.

The Nootka Indians of one tribe frequently imitate the real
or supposed speech peculiarities of those belonging to other"
Nootka tribes, the stress being primarily laid not se much on
peculiarities of vocabulary and grammatical form as on general,
traits of intonation or sound articulation (cf. our New England
"nasal twang" and Southern "drawl"). For the purposes of
this paper the Nootka now spoken by the Ts!icá'ata and
Hôpátc!as'atHa of Barkley sound and the head of Alberni ca:nal
may be taken as the normal form of Nootka speech; this is, of
course, purely arbitrary, but so would any other point of de-

parture be. It is-instructive to note that one or two of these
tribal speech peculiarities coincide with individual speech defects.

According to the Ts!ica'atHa Indians, the Houtcúg Lis'ata tribe
of tUchucklesit harbour, a western inlet of Alberni canal, speak or
spoke (for there are few of them left now) in a rumbling fashion



(L!QL!Q:éni); they are said to use their throat more than the other
tribes. ~The peculiarity referred to seems to be a more than
ordinary use of velar resonance, due to a tightening of the passage
between the root of the tongue and the velum or perhaps- the
throat.

The* Hördi'atura Indians of Sarita river and thé southern
shore of Barkley sound are said to speak L!dL!at!in', a splutter-
ing effect being apparently referred to. As far as can be made
out, their speech peculiarity consists in a more liberal use of tc
sounds than ordinarily. Tius, according to Alex Thomas, the
Hôtái'atHu say 'ndtcciL instead of 'nácciL "to look at" (as a
matter of fact, this usage is probably etymologically justified, as
'nac- and, in other forms, 'natc- are both used as verb stems in
Ts!icd'atua -itself); instead of pronouncing tc!ayi'is "give me
water" (tca- noun stem "water;" -yi- verbifying suffix "to
givé;" -'is second person singular imperative with first person
singular object) they say something like ic!atcyf'is,-though Alex
maintained that it was not a full clear-cut tc that was inserted.
At any rate, the Ts!ic4'atHa have seized upon the tc- insert as a
convenient means of poking fun at their Hôötdi'atHs kinsmen,
using'it in ways that are certainly not, nor meant to be, accurate
renderings of the tribal peculiarity. Thus, the tribe itself is
humorously referred to as Hôtcrai'atHa; Numdqemiyis, the main
inlet of their country, is similarly termèd Nutcmáqemiyis.
Evidently, we have here an example of a mocking usage, based
on a tribal peculiarity, that is in form' perfectly analogous to
certain myth character and cripple-mocking usages (cf. inserted
. for Kwatiyat and inserted tcHa for left-handed people.)

The northern Nootka tribes, beginning with the La'6kwi'atHa
of Clayoquot sound and proceeding north, are said to speak
àHtastda', which refers to a drawling or long drawn out manner of

talking. Apparéntly the peculiarity, which is often imitated in
jest, consists not so much in lengthening out vowels as in a some-
what exaggerated rise in pitch towards the end of a sentence,
which gives the flow of speech a sliding cadence. The most
northern Nootka tribe, the Tc!'q'Lis'atG, are said to be all
stutterers and are accordingly-imitated in j est.

In imitating the Nitinats (Nittna'atHa), a group of Nootka
tribes to the soith of Barkley sound that speak a very divergent
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dialect, the meaningless syllable -'ag is always added to the
word, as this syllable is supposed to be a very common one in
Nitinat. This device is strikingly similar to the 'use of suffixed
-aqg for large persons.
- The real old flôpatc!as'atau Indians, whose earliest homes were

in the interior of the island along Somass river and about Sproat
and Great Central lakes, were said to talk tsiska', that is, to
confoünd s and c sounds. As we have seen, this is also a well-
recognized individual speech defect among the Nootka. , In the
case of the Hôpdtclas'ato, the tsiska' habit was simply due to the
fact that they- carried over 'into Nootkà speech a linguistic
peculiarity found in the Salish diaect which they originally spoke
(a dialect apparently identical with or closely related-to Boas'
PÉnLatc; recognized as PiniL!'atc by Tyee Bob, the leading man
among the Ijôptcas'atHG to-day anhd whose father is still re-
memibered to have spoken tsiska').

As for the Ts!icd'atHa themselves, they are said by the other
tribes to talk very fast. . If one anywhere among the Nootka

Indians talks too fast, the proverbial saying is that he is a
Ts!ic(t'atHa.

It will, as we have seen, have to be admitted, that mocking
forms, for var."ous classes of people are connected not only with
-speech defects and mythological devices, but, to a large extent,
also with tribal speech peculiarities.

Finally, the possibility of a direct psychological relation

between the consonant change and the type of individual or
aïtitude it symbolizes should not be summarily ruled out of
court. -That such an association once established-by historical
causes will be felt as a direct and simple psychological associa-'
tion is quite obvious, also that it may become productive, by
analogy, of further associations of a related sort. I would,
however, even be inclined to suppose, though proof may be
difficult or impossible, that certain associations of sound and
character or form arose more or less spontaneously, or, to put it
more correctly, by virtue of the, inherent associative value of
the otherwise unconnected phenomena in the, mind of a par-
ticular individual or group of individuals'. Such an individual
association, if given outward expression, can become socialized
in the same way in which any individual idea becomes socialized.



The type of association here thought of is quite parallel to the
sound-colour associations familiar enough in psychology. It
may be not uninteresting as a psychological datum to note that
the writer himself feels, or thinks he feels, the intrinsically
diminutive or augmentative value of certain consonant changes-
in Wishram. Moreover. the association of ç- consonants with
humpbackedness in Nootka seems not so far-fetched after all.
The thickish quality of these consonants, together with the pro-
trusion of the lower jaw in pronouncing them, suggests to me
the same squat clumsiness as the image of a hunchback. All
this may, of course, be merely auto-suggestion ad hoc.

To summarize, evidence has been presented of the historical
connexion between various linguistic and stylistic processes
involving the symbolic use of sounds. These are diminutive
and augmentative forms of speech, mocking-forms, myth-
character and animal forms, and song forms. Moreover, further
evidence has been presented to show the historical connexion of
these quite specialized tricks of language with the far simpler
phenomena of speech defects, children's language, and imitation
of the phonetic peculiarities of foreigners. The direct association
of some of the former with the types they symbolize, after the
manner of primary association between data of distinct sense,
has also been suggested as a possibility.

The data brought forward in this paper as to the associations
obtaining in Nootka between various classes of persons, mytho-
logical beings and animals, linguistic devices designed tosatirize
or characterize, speech defects, and tribal speech peculiarities,
may be most conveniently grouped in tabular form. The arrange-
ment in the table is intended to emphasize the purely linguistic
similarities.

Phonetic Key.

a, short as in German Mann; e, short and open as in English
met; i, short and topen as in English it; o, short and open as in
German.voll; u, short and open as in English put; ç, short and
close as in French été; i, short and close as in French fini; o,
short and close as in French chaud.

a, long as in German Bahn; ë, long and close as in German
See; i, long and close as in German Sie; ô, long and close as in



Mythological being
Type of person. or

animal.

Child; grown-up per-i
son to whom httle re-
spect is paid

Large person

Abnormally small ier- Small birds (sparrows,
son. wrens)

Sore-eyed persns (cross Deer; Mink
eyed; squinting; hav-
ing one eye run out)

Hunchback

Lame person

Left-handedperson Bear

Circumcised person

Greedy person Raven

Culture hero KwdiUyàt

Elk

Coward

50
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Mythological being Native tern
Type of person. or Trib'. Linguistic for linguistic Speech defect

animal. peculiarity. peculiarity.

Child; . grown-up per- Add diminutive -'is
son to whom little re-:
spect is paid

Large person Md augmentative -aq

NitinatAdd meaningle -'aq'

Abnormally small per-,Small birds (sparrows,iIIôpdlr'as'atua Add diminutive -'A (for Isl.a' Confnundink S and C
son. wrens) first 2columns) change sounds in one à-sce

g and c sounds to à'
sounds

Sore-eyed persons (cross'Deer, Mink Add diminuitve -'il; L-GL'dtci.'ùm'
eyed; squinting; hav- change s and c qounds
ing one eye run out) to 1 sounds

flunchback Add diminutive -'ic;
change s and c sounds
to ç sounds

Lame person Add diminutive -'is; in- n
sert Le

Left-handed person Bear Add diminutive -'ic; in-
sert icjiî

Circumcisqed person Ins e t ct' Iif''n

Greedy person RaveA m v Insert i v n

Culture hcro, Kwdlmyl' Insert zGredypeson RaenInsert tez •r!

Ilô:li'aI H" Insert le - adctn

Elk Nasalize vowels of word nfnzk' Involuntary nasalizin'

Coward Talk in thin. piping voice

Tcîq'Ls'atn Stutter Stuttering

soutcflq'Ll 'at H' Talk with velar resonance L!QiIQ éi

All Nootka Indians fromTalk with drawling ca- tntandia'
La'ôkw'ntua north dence

Ts'ca'atui Talk very fast

- Pronounce L .es, and tc hahdt!tnt, hahdt'k!int Cleft palate
sounds as I sounds; s, c,
andlase

Pronounce s sounds as O k iatun' Lisping due to mising
1 sounds; c and tc! as 0' teeth

and to!; Ir as l

50 138-p. 20





German roh; ê, long and open as in French fête; ô, long and open
as in English saw, yet with back of tongue not so low.

E (Kwakiutl), short obscure vowel like e of German Rose;
i (Nootka), short open i-vowel of rather unclear quality;
(Nootka), occurring as syllabic final after n and m, barely
articulated or murmured (yet not voiceless or whispered) i;
• (Nootka), denotes a-timbre of preceding H (see below).

c, like sh in English ship: tc, corresponding voiceless affrica-
tive, ch of English church (in Nahuatl ch is used for tc); dj,
corresponding voiced affricative, j of English joy; s and ts, as
in English sit and hats (in Nahuatl z and tz are respectively
used instead); á and tM, palatal voiceless sibilant and affricative,
acoustically midway between s-c and ts-tc respectively; ç and
tç, c and te pronounced with lower teeth in front of upper; 0,
interdental voiceless spirant, like th in English thin.

q, voiceless velar stop like Semitie q5f; qw, labialized form of
same; x, voiceless spirant of q-position; :, voiceless spirant of
k-position, not pronounced as far back -as German ch of Bach;
k. and g. (Kwakiutl), anterior palatal stops (palatalized k-stops),
approximately ky and gy; x. (Kwakiutl), voiceless spirant of
k- -position, ch of German ich; n, voiced nasal of k- position, ng
of English sing; e (Eskimo), voiced nasal of q- position.

1, voiceless lateral spirant; L, correspônding voiceless lateral
affricative (written il in Nahuatl); b (Kwakiutl), corresponding
voiced affricative.

' , glottal stop; , (Nootka), strangulated-sounding laryngeal
stop, similar in resonance to Arabic 'ain: H (Nootka), strangu-
lated-sounding laryngeal spirant, Arabic ha; ', aspiration or
breath-s alease of preceding vowel or consonant (p', t, k', and
q' are aspirated voiceless stops); ! denotes glottalized stops
and affricatives (p!, I!, k!, g!, L!, ts!, tc!, tW, tç!, k -!), that is, such
as are pronounced with simultaneous closure of glottis, but with
oral release prior to that of glottal release. All other con-
sonants as in English.

' , stress accent; ', denotes preceding long consonant (except
in Kwakiutl k'- sounds); , denotes nasalization of vowel under
which it is placed; +, denotes excessive- léngth of preceding
vowel or consonant.


